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Insider 9/11 Conspiracists try it AGAIN!
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Only dumbed down Americans are buying
I address the international community, the vast MAJORITY of which is firmly of the
correct assessment that the 9/11 attacks (including anthrax letters) were internal
conspiracies hatched to allow unprecedented, sweeping Executive powers to wage war,
PLUNDER and colonise for Corporate and Financial interests. It is bloody OBVIOUS
today! Yet, mindless Americans continue to swallow the utter frauds and black flag ops
orchestrated and perpetrated by internal Executive conspiracists!
In the past we could always count on Hollywood Bin Laden to threaten attacks on cue or whenever
Bush was in trouble at election time -- and it was BELIEVED, notwithstanding that the mean
intelligence level of Americans is the lowest in the developed world.
Now I ask all banjo playing Americans, do YOU really believe the Bin Laden assassination story with
its countless retractions, re-writes and fake photos etc? NOT A SHRED of C-R-E-D-I-B-L-E
EVIDENCE was forthcoming yet American morons swallowed the bullshit yet AGAIN, for fuck's sake.
Today we have, on cue, another 'terrorist' threat announced by the world's leading CRIMINAL,
terrorist organisation -- the AMERICAN EXECUTIVE -- of an impending attack to mark the
anniversary of the insider 9/11 attack!
Based on previous, VERIFIABLE, criminal conspiratorial actions, behaviours and open bungles (WTC
7 & Pentagon 'plane' strike) what would the average lobotomised American make of today's
announcement -- AGAIN offered without a shred of credible evidence (notwithstanding that a CIA
black ops team could furnish abundant 'evidence' on demand?
Wake up clowns, the REAL terrorists are in Washington, Wall St, the 'city' of London and
Transnational Corporate board rooms, doh! Simply ask yourself who has gained most from the
'terrorist' threat and it all becomes very clear indeed. Hint, a decade of permanent war, plunder and
colonial appropriations that benefit whom? The TRANSNATIONALS and BANKERS of course -- you
unspeakably dumb fucks!
Americans are currently unable to add 2+2 but they believe anything their media tells them,
including the open farce of NUMEROUS retractions and re-writes of the Hollywood Bin Laden
assassination! WELL, NOT SO the INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY!
Feast your eyes on the latest offering from 'trustworthy' American government sources:

Watch carefully and make historical comparisons -- Snow White and the seven Madison
Ave/CIA terrorists, give a single brain cell a break!
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Now follow the link for the thinking person's video evidence.
http://cleaves.zapto.org/news/story-2718.html
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